
1st Dam
CUZIMADEMYMINDUP p,2:1:50.3f; 1:53.3 ($88,717) by Cole Muffler p,3,1:53.3f. 11 wins. At 2, 14 (4-3-3) and winner ISOGA Spring Preview at Springfield, MWIRA S. at Aledo and Petersburg and IL Stallion S. at Charleston; second in MWIRA S. at Jerseyville, IDOA S. at Springfield and Orange & Blue (elim.) at Balmoral; third in Downstate Classic at Lincoln; race timed 1:53.3. At 3, winner Downstate Classic at Decatur and MWIRA S. at Mt. Sterling; second in Maywood Pace ($101,000 Final; third in elim.); race timed 1:51.4. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
FLUFF OFF p,3,1:59f; 1:52.1 ($80,040) by Life Sign p,3,1:50.3. 10 wins. At 3, winner Spring Series (leg) at Northlands.

Dam of 4 foals, 4 winners, 100% producer. Dam of:
BUZZD ON SUDZZ p,2,1:58.3h; 3,1:57.3; 4,1:54.2f (g, Cole Muffler) ($90,654). 11 wins. At 2, winner IL Stallion S. at Charleston; second in Downstate Classic at Lincoln and MWIRA S. at Carlinville; third in ISOGA Spring Preview at Springfield and IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.); race timed 1:52.4. At 3, winner Downstate Classic at Decatur.

REMINGTON STYLE p,3,1:56f; 1:53.2f (g, Ft Apache Hanover) ($88,861). 22 wins. At 3, winner Illini S. at Marshall and Big Ten S. at Decatur, Paris and Altamont; second in Great Midwest at Martinsville and Illini S. at Charleston; third in Balmoral Series (leg); race timed 1:54.3.

CUZIMADEMYMINDUP p,2:2:00.2; 1:55 (m, Cole Muffler) ($88,717). 11 wins. As above.

UNFLUFFNBELIEVABLE p,2,2:00.1; 1:56h (m, Big Tom) ($64,881). 29 wins. At 2, race timed 1:56.3. At 3, race timed 1:54.3.

3rd Dam
TIMETTE HANOVER p,2,1:59.1f; 3,1:57.1f ($78,120) by Big Towner p,4,1:54.4. 6 wins. At 2, winner Miss Vera Bars Series (leg; second in Final) at Mohawk. At 3, third in Simcoe S., Blizzard Series (leg). At 4, third in Damsel Series (leg). Dam of 3 foals, 1 winner. Dam of:
FLUFF OFF p,3,1:55 ($80,040). 10 wins. As above.

Timonium Hanover (m, Albatross) ($1,920).

4th Dam
TIME TO SKIP p,2:2:01.2f; 3:1:59f; 4,1:51.6 ($173,670) by Meadow Skipper p,3,1:55.1. 19 wins. At 2, winner 3 OHSS. At 3, winner 2 OHSS. At 4, winner Final of Headliner Series. From 12 living foals, dam of 10 winners:

TILLSON HANOVER p,2:2:00.1 (m, Big Towner) ($33,297). 10 wins.

TIF-FIEIZE Hanover p,2:2:04.3f; 3,1:55.3f; 4,2:00.3h (m, Big Towner) ($29,989). 7 wins. Dam of RED STAR LONGSHOT p,4,1:52.3 ($408,204), RED STAR TOOTp,4,1:53.3 ($77,957), RED STAR CLASSIC p,4,1:57.1f ($40,204), RED STAR BLAZER, p,3,1:56.1f, etc.

TIM HANOVER p,2:2:00h; 4,1:57.1f; 1:56.2f (g, Kentucky Spot) ($22,545). 8 wins.

THRASHER HANOVER p,2:2:15.1f; 3,1:57.1f (g, Walton Hanover) ($14,027). 10 wins.

Wild Billy Rose p,3:05.2h (m, Big Towner) ($1,878). Dam of:

Tinidalo Hanover (m, Big Towner) Dam of:
KOBUS HYLIGHT p,4,1:51.3 ($451,130), THE ANSWER p,3,1:52.3f ($132,408), TIDINGS HANOVER p,4,1:56.3f ($76,158), TEMPO HANOVER p,4,1:55.4f ($111,175), HARPER HYLIGHT p,3,1:57.1f, TIMER VANOVER p,4,1:56.1f, TINDALL HANOVER p,1:55.1f, etc.
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